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Operating for nearly 40 years, Woodhouse Timber Company is an Australian owned and operated business 
established and run by the Woodhouse family. Built on the foundations of quality products and excellent customer 
service, it has grown from its warehouse in Brisbane to a national operation with branches and representation 
across Australia. 

It is the trusted and premier wholesaler of exterior and interior timber products.

Clear Grain™ is a range of decorative and joinery timbers manufactured 
from New Zealand radiata pine that is certified by the Forest Stewardship 
Council® (FSC). Each product in the range has been engineered so that the 
wood grain runs vertically along each length, optimising performance and 
appearance in service. These timbers, all laminated and primed, come in 
different lengths.

External Clear Grain is H3 LOSP-treated and can be installed in a variety 
of exterior, above-ground applications. After profiling and treating the 
timbers, Intergrain Universal™ Timber Oil primer is applied to protect 
them from exposure to sunlight, rain and humidity during installation and 
ensure that the finished products are ready for final top coating.

CLEAR GRAIN EXTERIOR
Sold in engths of 3m, 3.6m, 4.2m, 4.5m, 4.8m, 5.4m and 6m.
Contact 1800 966 346 to check on availability.

BALUSTRADES

CGH3BAL4218

42 x 18

CGH3BAL6618

66 x 18

CGH3BAL9218

92 x 18

SCREENING

CGH34230PR4

42 x 30

PR4

CGH36630PR4

66 x 30

PR4

CGH39030PR4

90 x 30

PR4

CGH34242PR4

42 x 42

PR4

CGH36642PR4

66 x 42

PR4

CGH39042PR4

90 x 42

PR4

CGH36618PRM

66 x 18

Prism

CGH36618BAR

66 x 18

Bar

CGH34231BAR

42 x 31

Bar

CGH34231ACH

42 x 31

Arch

CGH34242ACH

42 x 42

Arch

PRICE COMPETITIVE
Looks like hardwood but at softwood price points, offering 
savings up to half the cost of certain hardwoods.

PROTECTED
Clear Grain Exterior is H3 treated and protected by Light 
Organic Solvent Preservative (LOSP).

GUARANTEED
Clear Grain provides peace of mind with a 15 year product 
warranty.

SUSTAINABLE
Manufactured in New Zealand from 100% FSC®-certified 
radiata pine, a renewable and carbon negative resource. 
Replacement radiata pine trees are planted after the logs 
are harvested.

FLAWLESS
Laminated thus smooth to the touch and free of knots, 
resin pockets and other visible defects.

TIME-SAVING
Easy to work with: lightweight and easy to cut, drill and 
shape; quick to oil or stain.

NEUTRAL COLOURING
Pale, neutral coloured, allowing for the application of a 
wide variety of tinted and translucent finishes. Does not 
leach tannins and other extractives onto surrounding 
surfaces.

DAR DAR DAR



LINING BOARDS

CGH3LB9015

90 x 15

CGH3LB13515

138 x 15

PROFILE LIST DISCLAIMER: Certain product lines may not be ranged as standard and may be available as a special order. Please check all product availability with the relevant salesperson. Specifications are 
subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislations. Whilst all care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information and advice in this document, it is intended 
as a guide only. Refer to the Building Code of Australia guidelines or your local building authority/council to ensure correct construction practices are followed. The Woodhouse Timber Company accepts no 
responsibility for any errors, omissions, work done or any consequence of reliance on this document to the extent permitted by law. All material and content remains the property of, and is copyright to, the 
Woodhouse Timber Company.

woodhouse.com.au
Phone:  1800 966 346 | info@woodhouse.com.au
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CGH36666EH1

66 x 66

CGH38542EH20

85 x 42

CGH36666EH3

66 x 66

CGH313842PR4

138 x 42

HANDRAILS

BOTTOM RAIL MID RAIL

CGH36642EBR4

66 x 42

CGH36642EBR7

66 x 42

BRISBANE 

7 Brickworks Place 
Darra 
QLD  4076

SYDNEY

Warehouse B
31-39 Sturt Street
Smithfield
NSW 2164

MELBOURNE

165 Bayliss Road
Dandenong South 
VIC 3175 

ADELAIDE

5 Lafitte Road 
Wingfield 
SA 5013 

PERTH

33 Fargo Way 
Welshpool 
WA 6106 

Breadloaf - Rebated Ladies Waist - Rebated

Ladies Waist - Rebated PR4132mm Cover

84mm Cover




